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part of the charlatanism peculiar to the age, bearing the same
relation to politics as Steinerism, Eddyism, and the "spookeries"
do to philosophy and religion. To him, though he recognized
the presence and the power of individualists of ability and
ambition like Stalin, or like Mussolini, whom he regarded not as
extremists but as brilliant if unscrupulous exploiters of extremism,
extremists were not a force but a psycho-pathological abnormality;
if they ever became a force it could only be such a force as the
collective madness that made extremists of the Gadarene swine.
That was no doubt true, but it missed the point. The inter-
relation between social misery., which is not merely economic
misery, and extremism is a platitude, but the existence of
extremist parties, especially when these parties are agents of
darker forces, make it a serious platitude. The danger of the
extremist parties, and here one omits Hugenberg, who, strictly
speaking, was only an immoderately ambitious and crass reac-
tionary, was not in their creeds, but in the fact that in Germany
in 1927 they were the only parties left—now that Socialism and
Nationalism alike had relapsed into bourgeois constitutionalism
—to which social misery could go, and that they were the natural
media for the modern counterpart of the tyrannus who exploits
it. The threat of social misery to-day is not to property, but to
liberty.
That was why it was so much more important to make safe
the regime of liberty than to win successes in foreign policy. The
German people was neither by instinct nor by training a liberty-
loving people; it had never been inclined to criticize the conditions
on which its rulers gave it salvation from social misery. Social
misery had destroyed autocracy; it could destroy liberty. What
was really at stake was the one clear gain of the "revolution"
—political freedom.
Now, as has already been hinted, whatever the German people
thought, the creation or abolition of social misery depends on
many things besides the government of the country. It is, there-
fore, futile to accuse the German politicians, as many Germans
did and do, of having in 1927 or earlier failed to foresee the
European political crisis, the world economic crisis, and so the

